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Abstract
A FIN-learning machine M receives successive values of the function f it is learning and
at some moment outputs a conjecture which should be a correct index of f. FIN learning has
two extensions: (1) If M 4ips fair coins and learns a function with certain probability p, we
have FIN〈p〉-learning. (2) When n machines simultaneously try to learn the same function f
and at least k of these machines output correct indices of f, we have learning by a [k; n]FIN
team. Sometimes a team or a probabilistic learner can simulate another one, if their probabilities
p1; p2 (or team success ratios k1=n1; k2=n2) are close enough (Daley et al., in: Valiant, Waranth
(Eds.), Proc. 5th Annual Workshop on Computational Learning Theory, ACM Press, New York,
1992, pp. 203–217; Daley and Kalyanasundaram, Available from http:==www.cs.pitt.edu/˜daley
/Dn=Dn.html, 1996). On the other hand, there are cut-points r which make simulation of FIN〈p2〉
by FIN〈p1〉 impossible whenever p26r ¡p1. Cut-points above 1021 are known (Daley and
Kalyanasundaram, Available from http:==www.cs.pitt.edu/˜daley/Dn=Dn.html, 1996). We show that
the problem for given ki; ni to determine whether [k1; n1]FIN⊆ [k2; n2]FIN is algorithmically
solvable. The set of all FIN cut-points is shown to be well ordered and recursive. Asymmet-
ric teams are introduced and used as both a tool to obtain these results, and are of inter-
est in themselves. The framework of asymmetric teams allows us to characterize intersections
[k1; n1]FIN ∩ [k2; n2]FIN, unions [k1; n1]FIN ∪ [k2; n2]FIN, and memberwise unions [k1; n1]FIN +
[k2; n2]FIN, i.e. collections of all unions U1 ∪ U2 where Ui ∈ [ki; ni]FIN. Hence, we can
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compare the learning power of traditional FIN-teams [k; n]FIN as well as all kinds of their
set-theoretic combinations. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
To a large extent, the study of inductive inference is concerned with deDning new
learning paradigms and comparing their power. Often the only relations which hold
between the diNerent paradigms of machine learning are those which trivially fol-
low from their deDnitions. E.g. in the mindchange-anomaly hierarchy of limit learning
EXab⊆EXcd iN a6c and b6d as shown in [2]. It was hard to develop a mathematical
theory in a situation where almost every time two diNerent deDnitions lead to two
diNerent concepts. The initial stage in the research of inductive inference was mostly
descriptive: there were more and more new learning paradigms and demonstrations of
their diNerences.
Probabilistic and team learning changed this situation. In [8] it was shown that not
all probabilistic limit learning types EX〈p〉 are diNerent. E.g. if p∈ (1=(n + 1); 1=n),
then EX〈p〉 can be improved to EX〈1=n〉. For the case of EX, a probabilistic learner
is always equivalent to some team [1; n]EX. A corollary of this is the inclusion
[ma;mb]EX= [a; b]EX for any positive a; b; m.
Initial results about the type FIN (also known as EX00, i.e. learning with 0 anomalies
and 0 mindchanges) were just as simple. All probabilistic types FIN〈p〉; p¿ 12 , are
equivalent to team types [5]. The Drst surprise was the proper inclusion [1; 2]FIN⊂
[2; 4]FIN in [13]. This diNers sharply from the behavior of type EX.
Soon after that the following result was proved: probabilistic FIN〈p〉-learning with
p∈ ( 2449 ; 12 ] can be simulated by team [2; 4]FIN; on the other hand, the team [24; 49]FIN
(and hence also the probabilistic learner FIN〈24=49〉) can learn more than [2; 4]FIN.
The authors of [4] used “trial and error” to come up with the ratio 2449 , therefore one
can ask an interesting (but informal) question: Where does the 2449 come from? We
provide an answer of sorts to this question. This is accomplished by generalizing the
problem and casting it in terms of a game. By putting in the corresponding parameters
to the game, the constant 2449 emerges.
Our paper does not focus on Dnding more constants below 1021 , but rather re4ects on
the global structure of all cut-points in the interval (0; 1). We describe these cut-points
as solutions to combinatorial optimization problems on tree-like objects called widgets.
Each widget corresponds to a set of strategies which one team can use to diagonalize
against another one. Section 3 focuses on widgets and their use in diagonalization and
simulation. Section 4 shows that asymmetric teams are of independent interest, since
“natural” questions about symmetric teams may yield asymmetric teams as intermediate
results.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. General notation
N denotes the set of natural numbers, and R the set of recursive functions. ’h
denotes the partial recursive function with index h, see [12]. Subsets of R are denoted
by U; V;W with or without decorations. Symbols ∪ ;∩ ;−; ⊆ ;⊂ ;∈ are read “union”,
“intersection”, “set minus”, “is a subset of”, “is a proper subset of”, “is an element
of”, respectively. |A| denotes the number of elements in the set A. Logical conjunction,
disjunction and implication are denoted by ∧; ∨ and →. The quantiDer ∀∞ is read “for
all but Dnitely many”, ∃∞ is read “there are inDnitely many”, and ∃! is read “there is
exactly one”.
Denition 1. Let f : N→N be a total function. The set {x: f(x) = 0} is called
support of the function f. If (∀∞x)[f(x)= 0], we call f function of ;nite support.
Denition 2. A threshold function tkn : {0; 1}n→{0; 1} has value 1 iN at least k of its
n arguments are 1.
Denition 3 (Rosenstein [10]). Set X with a binary relation  is quasi-ordering if
(1) (∀x∈X)[x x], i.e.  is re4exive, (2) (∀x1; x2; x3 ∈X)[(x1 x2 and x2 x3) im-
plies x1 x3], i.e.  is transitive.
We note that not every quasi-ordering is partial ordering, since we do not require
antisymmetry, i.e. it is Dne to have x1 = x2 such that x16x2 and x26x1. Such x1; x2
we will nevertheless regard as equivalent.
Denition 4. Let (X;  ) be a quasi-ordering, and x1; x2 ∈X. Element y∈X is called
a join of x1; x2 (write y= x1 ∨ x2), if
(y  x1 and y  x2) and (∀y′ ∈ X)[(y′  x1 and y′  x2) implies y′  y]:
Element z ∈X is called a meet of x1; x2 (write z= x1 ∧ x2), if
(z  x1 and z  x2) and (∀z′ ∈ X)[(z′  x1 and z′  x2) implies z′  z]:
Denition 5. A quasi-ordering (X;  ) is lattice if any two elements x1; x2 ∈X have
a join and a meet.
We Dx some pairing function 〈 · ; · 〉, i.e. a recursive 1–1 mapping of N × N onto
N. Applying the pairing function several times we can encode variable length lists of
natural numbers n1; : : : ; nk by a single number 〈n1; : : : ; nk〉. We will call the encoded
lists of natural numbers strings and denote them by . The length of a string, denoted
by || shows how many numbers are listed in the string.
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Denition 6. A single-valued set is a set A⊆N such that 〈a1; b1〉 ∈A; 〈a2; b2〉 ∈A; a1
= a2 imply b1 = b2. Single valued sets are used to represent partial functions as col-
lections of argument-value pairs.
Denition 7. Initial segment of a function f is f〈n〉= 〈f(0); : : : ; f(n)〉 – the encoding
of the Drst n+ 1 values of a recursive function.
Denition 8. Let ′= 〈a1; : : : ; am〉; ′′= 〈b1; : : : ; bn〉 be two strings. Then 〈a1; : : : ; am; b1;
: : : ; bn〉 is called concatenation of ′ and ′′ and is denoted by ′ · ′′.
Denition 9. Let 1; 2 be strings. If 2 = 1 · 3 for some 3, we call 1 a pre;x of
2 and write 1 2. If the strings are diNerent, we write also 1 ≺ 2. If  is an
initial segment of some (partial or total) function ’, we write ’.
2.2. Inductive inference
Inductive inference machines M (also called IIMs or machines), denoted by M , are
partially deDned algorithms which receive growing pieces of a graph of a function and
output conjectures. The nth conjecture of a machine M , if it is deDned, is hn=M (f〈n〉),
i.e. it is output after receiving the nth initial segment of f.
Denition 10 (Gold [6]). Machine M learns function f in the limit if the conjecture
sequence ha=M (f〈a〉) converges to h such that f=’h. Written: f∈EX(M).
Denition 11 (Wiehagen [14]). Machine M learns function f ;nitely if M (f〈a〉) has
the same value h wherever it is deDned and f=’h. Written: f∈FIN(M).
Machine M Dnitely learning f may be undeDned for some initial values of M ;
once the conjecture is output it cannot be changed any more. This sort of learning is
also called one-shot learning. Note that the success of a FIN-learner is algorithmically
intractable, since we cannot check the equivalence of two indices even if we know
what is the target of learning. Therefore FIN is like a supervised learning where the
success is determined by an external omniscient teacher. A partial success of a FIN
learner can be veriDed more eWciently. We call it learning of segments.
Denition 12. FIN machine M learns segment , if M after reading  outputs con-
jecture h such that  ≺ ’h.
Ordered lists of IIMs are called teams and are denoted by M.
Denition 13 (Pitt and Smith [8]; Smith [11]). Class U of recursive functions is
[k; n]FIN-learnable if there is a team of n machines M=(M1; : : : ; Mn) such that for
any f∈U; f∈FIN(Mj) for at least k diNerent Mj ∈M. Written: U ⊆ [k; n]FIN(M).
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Note that for diNerent functions from U , diNerent collections of machines from the
team may succeed. The deDnition of [k; n]FIN makes sense iN 06k6n.
Example 1. Let fn be the characteristic function of a singleton set {n}. Namely,
fn(x) =
{
1 if x = n;
0 otherwise
and let U be the collection of all functions fn; U = {fn}n∈N: The class U ∈FIN, but
its union with everywhere zero function U ′=U ∪{!x[0]} ∈FIN. On the other hand,
U ′ ∈ [1; 2]FIN. Indeed, the Drst machine outputs an index for !x[0] without reading
any input, the other one waits for the value 1 to appear, then outputs an index for an
appropriate fn.
1 0 0 0 0 0 : : :
0 1 0 0 0 0 : : :
0 0 1 0 0 0 : : :
0 0 0 1 0 0 : : :
0 0 0 0 1 0 : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :


∈ FIN
0 0 0 0 0 0 : : :
} ∈ FIN


∈ FIN
Denition 14. Let M be probabilistic machine, whose behavior depends on the input
as well as on coin tosses. Machine M 〈p〉FIN-learns function f, if the probability
that M will output just one conjecture h such that f=’h is at least p. Written:
f∈ 〈p〉FIN(M).
The following result states that probabilistic FIN-learning can be simulated by team
learning with arbitrarily small success ratio overhead.
Theorem 15 (Daley et al. [5]). Let k; n∈N and (k+1)=(n+2)¡p61. Then FIN〈p〉
⊆ [k; n]FIN.
Denition 16. A real number p∈ (0; 1) is a cut-point, if
(∀" ¿ 0)[FIN〈p+ "〉⊂FIN〈p〉]:
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By convention, numbers 0 and 1 are cut-points as well. The set of all FIN cut-points
is called the FIN-hierarchy (write HFIN).
Accordingly to (Daley et al. [3, 5] we have
HFIN =
{
1; 23 ;
3
5 ;
4
7 ;
5
9 ;
6
11 ; : : : ;
1
2 ;
24
49 ;
20
41 ;
18
37 ;
17
35 ; : : :
12
25 ; : : : ;
10
21 ; : : :
}
:
Below 1021 our knowledge about cut-points is limited; in general, we cannot tell
whether or not a number is a cut-point.
2.3. Matrix games
Denition 17. An m × n matrix A=(aij) determines the following zero-sum matrix
game. Player 2 chooses the ith row, 16i6m, Player 1 simultaneously chooses the jth
column, 16j6n. The number aij indicates payoA of Player 1. PayoN of Player 2 is
−aij. Each player seeks to maximize his=her payoN.
In most textbooks on game theory, Player 1 (who tries to maximize aij) picks a
row i, but Player 2 (who tries to minimize aij) picks a column j [7]. In our paper all
matrix games are deDned the other way, as in DeDnition 17.
Denition 18. For an m × n matrix game a probability distribution p=(p1; : : : ; pm)
is called mixed strategy of Player 2 (we require pi¿0 and
∑m
i=1 pi =1). Similarly,
a probability distribution q=(q1; : : : ; qn) is a mixed strategy of Player 1 (again we
require qj¿0 and
∑n
j=1 qj =1).
Let an m×n matrix A=(aij) be given. If Player 2 chooses ith row with probability pi
and Player 1 independently chooses jth column with probability qj, then the expected
payoN of Player 1 is given by pTAq=
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 aijpiqj. A saddle point (p
∗; q∗) is
the pair of optimal mixed strategies for both players. Then (p∗)TA(q∗) is the best
expected payoN of Player 1, if Player 2 behaves rationally. This is called the matrix
game value of A (write VN (A)).
Theorem 19 von Neumann (Petrosian and Zenkevich [7]). The matrix game for any
m× n matrix A=(aij) has a saddle point in mixed strategies. It can be obtained by
solving mutually dual problems of linear programming:
maximize:
∑n
j=1 xj minimize:
∑m
i=1 yi
subject to:
∑n
j=1 aijxj61; 16i6m subject to:
∑m
i=1 aijyi¿1; 16j6n
xj¿0; 16j6n yi¿0; 16i6m
If x and y are some solutions of these problems, we have $=
∑n
j=1 xj =
∑m
i=1 yi
(due to the strong duality theorem in linear programming). The mixed strategies
p∗=(1=$)x; q∗=(1=$)y make a saddle point, and (p∗)TA(q∗)= 1=$ is the matrix
game value.
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Denition 20. For the given matrix A, by matrix game value VN (A) we denote the
greatest expected payoN for the 1st player in a zero-sum matrix game. Formally:
VN (A) = max
q
min
p
pTAq = min
p
max
q
pTAq;
where the vectors p and q are probability distributions, i.e. all their components are
nonnegative and add up to 1.
2.4. Asymmetric teams
In this section we generalize the notion of team learning by describing the success
of a team by any nondecreasing Boolean function.
Example 2. Consider team learning type [2; 4]. We can represent it by a 6× 4 matrix
(see below). Each column corresponds to some machine in the team; each row repre-
sents a diNerent case of the team success. E.g. the second row signiDes that machines
M1 and M3 succeed. The [2; 4] team can be successful by satisfying any of the six
clauses in the following DNF where xi represents the formulae “Mi succeeds”.
(x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (x1 ∧ x3) ∨ (x1 ∧ x4) ∨ (x2 ∧ x3) ∨ (x2 ∧ x4) ∨ (x3 ∧ x4):
[1; 2] =
L1 L2
1 0
0 1
[2; 4] =
M1 M2 M3 M4
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
A =
N1 N2 N3 N4
1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
In the team [2; 4] all four machines are equal, i.e. it does not matter which two of
them succeed. In our paper we interpret any matrix of 0’s and 1’s as a learning type.
Consider the matrix A above. Row 1 represents the success of the team when machines
N1; N2; N3 succeed; row 2 represents the success of the team when machines N1; N4;
etc. Note that in each of these cases we do not care about the success of the remaining
machines in the team. We call this generalization asymmetric teams, since the order
of machines in a team matters. For the team (N1; N2; N3; N4) given above, the machine
N4 has a diNerent role than any of N1; N2 or N3.
Denition 21. A {0; 1} valued matrix is called a team matrix. Let A=(aij) be a team
matrix. A team M=(M1; : : : ; Mn) [A]FIN-learns a function f if there is a row i in the
matrix A such that f∈FIN(Mj) whenever aij =1.
If f∈FIN(Mj) whenever aij =1, we say that M [A]FIN-learns f according to the
ith row. When the team M will be clear from the context, we will simply say that the
ith row of A learns f.
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The success of a traditional team [m; n]FIN for any given function depends only on
successes of the participant machines via some threshold function (see DeDnition 2).
Asymmetric teams are a generalization of these, since they allow any nondecreasing
Boolean formula to express a team’s success.
Example 3. Traditional, symmetric type [k; n] is a particular case of asymmetric team
type u. It is described by the n-argument threshold function tkn . The matrix [k; n] has
n columns and
( n
k
)
= n!=(k!(n− k)!) rows. See matrix [2; 4] in Example 2.
Each team of learning machines M=(M1; : : : ; Mn) can be easily transformed into a
single probabilistic machine. Indeed, at the very beginning the probabilistic machine
M picks Mi with probability qi and simulates it. We want to choose qi so that M FIN-
learns class U with the maximal probability VN (A), given that the team M [A]FIN-
learns U .
The probability of success which can be achieved by a probabilistic machine M on
U is the value of zero-sum matrix game where we pick column and our adversary
independently picks row of the 0–1 matrix A (see DeDnition 17).
Lemma 22. Let A be a team matrix and VN (A) its matrix game value. Then [A]FIN
⊆FIN〈VN (A)〉.
Proof. Let q be the optimal distribution for the Drst player on AT. Teams of learning
machines M=(M1; : : : ; Mn) can be uniformly transformed into a single probabilistic
machine by picking Mj with the probability qj. Then regardless of the function f∈U ,
the success is guaranteed at least VN (A), as long as U ∈ [A]FIN.
3. Widgets
3.1. Intuition: games on trees
All previous results on FIN-team comparisons [3] fall into the following two cate-
gories:
• Simulations. [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN, i.e. any A-team can be simulated by an equally strong
B-team.
• Diagonalizations. [A]FIN* [B]FIN, i.e. there is a class learnable by an A-team
which is not learnable by any B-team. A uniform procedure which builds a coun-
terexample for any particular B-team is described. The class containing all these
examples, if it is [A]FIN-learnable then shows the non-inclusion [A]FIN* [B]FIN.
In this paper we view the problem of comparing collections of classes of functions
[A]FIN and [B]FIN as a game. In this game, an A-team M chooses function f, and
learns it in a way to elude any strategy chosen by a B-team. Its adversary, a B-teamN
inputs f, observesM’s behavior on f〈n〉 and other segments, and tries to learn it along
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with M. If there is an A-team M that wins against any B-team N, we get a diago-
nalization result. Otherwise, we have a simulation result.
The game can be broken into certain irreversible moves. For example, if a team
member outputs a conjecture h on a segment , then h can still simulate the adversary’s
team on diNerent extensions of , but it cannot read values from the input function
beyond  any more. Furthermore, when h becomes deDned on some argument x; h(x)
can never later be redeDned. We will consider as moves of the game more complex
events than just outputting a single conjecture and extending some domain a little.
Instead we will track and analyze those events that indicate that the whole team is up
to learning some function. Our analysis proceeds by building a tree where the nodes
correspond to noteworthy segments .
Lemma 23. Let f be a function which is [A]FIN-learned by some team M. There
exists an algorithm which builds an (inde;nitely growing) rooted tree ( labeled by
A’s rows such that
1: The root segment 0≺f.
2: If some node  in the tree ( is labeled by row i of A; then all M’s machines on
that row learn .
3: Any  0 learned by all machines in some row of A is eventually inserted in the
tree (.
Proof. We describe the tree in eNective stages of Dnite extension.
Stage 0: Simulate M on f〈n〉; n=0; 1; : : : . As soon as all machines corresponding
to 1s in a row i0 of matrix A learn one of these segments, make it the root 0, label
the root node with i0 and go to Stage 1.
Stage n: Currently the segment tree ( contains 0; 1; : : : ; n−1. Simulate M on all
extensions of all these segments until we Dnd an extension n k (k¡n) such that
all machines corresponding to 1s in a row in of A learn n. Assume that k is the
longest preDx of n currently in (. Make n a child of k in the tree (, and label it
with in. Go to Stage n+ 1.
Property 1 is satisDed in Stage 0, subsequent stages ensure Properties 2 and 3.
Forks. If a conjecture is issued on a segment k , it cannot be correct on two
incompatible extensions of k . We call the three nodes in the segment tree that cor-
respond to a segment and two incompatible extensions a fork. If a machine appears
in labels of three nodes that form a fork, its conjecture is wrong for at least one of
these three segments. Therefore, we introduce a restriction that any three nodes in a
fork should be labeled so that no column has 1 in all three rows.
2-player game. This gives us a following game with two players A and B. A
builds a tree by inserting nodes. In the Drst move, A creates the root of the tree and
labels it by a row of A. In each next move, A creates a new child for one of existing
nodes and labels it by a row of A. For every fork in the tree, no column can have 1
in all three rows labeling the nodes of the fork. B has to respond to each move by
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labeling the new node by a row of B, subject to a similar restriction about forks. A
wins if, at some moment, B cannot label the new node without violating the restriction
about forks. B wins if he keeps the game going on forever.
In this game, we abstract from the concrete machines in the team. Neither A nor B
work with the actual learning machines and their conjectures, they work with columns
of A and B. The only information that A has about B (and conversely) is which rows
B has used to label which nodes (i.e. which machines have output programs consistent
with the corresponding segments). This allows us to isolate the combinatorial part of
the problem from the recursion-theoretic part, to solve the combinatorial part Drst and
to translate this solution back to the original problem.
Next, we show that A wins over B in this game if and only if [A]FIN* [B]FIN.
We Drst introduce some more terminology. We deDne widgets to be collections of
trees representing winning strategies. Then, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we give general
diagonalization and simulation arguments in terms of our game and widgets.
In;nite trees. Consider the class U learned by the [1; 2]-team (M1; M2) as in
Example 1. Each function with a nonzero value is an extension of some segment
0n. Therefore the segments learned by team [1; 2] constitute an inDnite tree.
Consider the case where the root node is learned by M1, each child is learned by
M2, and neither M1 nor M2 is learning any fork. Such unbounded trees could make
the analysis of the game hard. In matrices sparser than [1; 2] there can be many nodes
with inDnitely many children; the depth of the tree can be unbounded as well. We
solve this problem in Section 3.3 by showing that it is enough to consider Dnite trees.
Adaptive and nonadaptive strategies. It may happen that A can win over B even
if B knows all moves of A in advance. For example, let A be the matrix for the
symmetric [2; 3]-team type and B be the matrix for the [1; 1]-team type.
A =
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
B = 1
Then, A can label the root by the Drst row and then insert two children of the root
and label them by the second and the third row, respectively. B can only label all
three nodes by the only row of B and this results in an illegal labeling of a fork. A
wins.
In this case, the tree that A is going to build is predetermined, the game follows
a Dxed pattern. In other situations, when playing against B; A can choose which
branches of the tree to expand depending on responses of B.
Let us say that A has built and labeled the root and two of its children in some
tree. After observing B’s responses, A may want to extend either the left or the right-
hand side of the tree. In general, all strategies of A are represented as a collection of
partially overlapping trees. First, A introduces the nodes belonging to all components.
The next nodes depend on responses of B.
We proceed to formal deDnitions.
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Denition 24. A widget T is a collection of overlapping trees (1; : : : ; (n. Each of them
covers some of the nodes V (T )= {v0; : : : ; vk}. The (i’s are called components of T .
We require the following:
1. All (i have the same root v0.
2. If some non-root node v∈V (T ) belongs to several components, then it has the same
parent node with respect to all these components.
3. For each node v∈V (T ) consider the set of components containing it: Tv= {(i : v∈
V ((i)}. For any two diNerent nodes v; w; either Tv and Tw are disjoint, or one
is a subset of another. In other words, at least one of the following three sets
Tv ∩Tw; Tv − Tw and Tw − Tv is empty.
Denition 25. Let T be a widget. Three nodes v; v′; v′′ ∈V (T ) constitute a fork if
• There is a component (∈T such that v; v′; v′′ ∈V (().
• v′ and v′′ are successors of v.
• Neither of the two nodes v′; v′′ is a successor of the other one.
Denition 26. Let A=(aij) be a team matrix and let T be a widget. Matrix A can
label T (written T ∈T(A)), if there is a mapping l from nodes of T to A’s rows such
that for any fork {v; v′; v′′}∈V (T ) and for any column j in the matrix A we have
al((v); j =0 for some (v∈{v; v′; v′′}. Intuitively, there is no column whose machine learns
all three segments represented by the nodes of a fork.
Next, we link the possibility of labeling widgets to the existence of winning strategies
in the game.
Lemma 27. T(A)*T(B) if and only there is a strategy of A that wins against
any (even non-recursive) strategy for B.
Proof. Assume there is a winning strategy for A. We build a tree consisting of posi-
tions in the game. Each position is a tree labeled by both rows of A and rows of B
with every node being labeled by both a row of A and a row of B. It may contain
one node that is labeled by a row of A only. (This node is the last node inserted by
A that has not been labeled by B yet.)
The root R is the position after the Drst move of A. For a position R (for example,
the root) where the last move has been made by A, its children are all positions that
result from possible responses of B in position R. For a position R where the last
move has been made by a B, we have only one child: the position after the A makes
a move in the position R according to the winning strategy.
If this tree has an inDnite branch, there is a strategy for B that keeps A in the
game forever (and, therefore, wins the game). This strategy is just following the inD-
nite branch in the tree of positions. It may be non-recursive (if the inDnite branch is
nonrecursive). Hence, if A wins any strategy for B, every branch is Dnite. By Konig’s
lemma, this means that the tree is Dnite.
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Now, we show how to make a widget T from this tree of positions. For every
position P after a move of A, we make one node vP . It’s parent is vR corresponding
to the position R after A inserted the parent of the node v that was inserted last in P.
(This may be not the same as the parent of P in the tree of positions because A
may have inserted other nodes between inserting the parent of v into game tree and
inserting v.)
We also have one component (P for each position P. It consists of vP and vR for
all R that are ancestors of P. When viewed separately from the rest of T; (P is the
same as the game tree in the position P. (This can be shown by an induction. For the
root R, both game tree and (R consist of just one node. For a non-root position P,
we consider it’s parent R. By the inductive assumption, (R is the same as the game
tree in position R. (P consists of (R and one more node vP . Similarly, the game tree
in P consists of the game tree in R and one more node. Further, the new node is
the child of the same node in both trees. Therefore, (P is the same as the game tree
in the position P.)
To label T by rows of A, we just label every node by the row of A by which it gets
labeled during the game. It is easy to see that this is a correct labeling. (If v; v′ and
v′′ form a fork, they are all contained in some component (R ∈T . The tree (R appears
in the game after A inserts R and it is labeled correctly in the game.)
On the other hand, if B could label T , we could take a strategy for B that labels
a node inserted by A according to the B-labeling of T . This strategy would be able
to respond to every move of A, contradicting the assumption that A wins against any
strategy of B.
Hence, the widget T can be labeled by A but not by B. We have shown that
the existence of the winning strategy for A implies T(A)*T(B). The other direc-
tion (T(A)*T(B) implies the existence of the winning strategy for A) is shown
similarly to Theorem 30 in the next section. We omit the proof here to avoid
duplication.
3.2. Diagonalization
Here we show how to construct examples of functions that a B-team N cannot FIN
learn whenever B cannot label some widget T . All counterexamples will be functions
of Dnite support.
Lemma 28. Let T be a widget; let B be a team matrix; T =∈T(B); and let N be
a [B]FIN-learning team. There is an algorithm which; for nodes v∈V (T ); builds
functions fv by enumerating their initial segments v; s (i.e. f
〈s〉
v =∪ v; s). Only one
of the functions fv will be de;ned on arbitrarily large segments. Let fT;N denote the
only total function fv yielded by this construction. Furthermore:
1: fT;N is not [B]FIN-learned by N.
2: fT;N(0) encodes the teamN; i.e. fT;N(0)= 〈n1; : : : ; nj〉; where n1; : : : ; nj are indices
for machines in the team N=(N1; : : : ; Nj).
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3: Consider non-empty segments v; s; w; t at some stages s and t. We have v; s w; t
iA w is a successor of v in the widget T . (Informally; each tree component (∈T
reDects the ordering of all non-empty segments by pre;x order).
4: At each stage s below there is a non-empty subset of components Ts⊆T such that
each component (∈Ts contains all v∈V (T ) such that v; s is non-empty.
Proof. Our construction proceeds in eNective stages of Dnte extension. At each stage
s we extend v; s for just one node v= v[s] which we call the active node. As soon N
learns v[s]; s according to some row of B, we label node v[s] with the respective row
in B, stop deDning fv[s] and pick another active node v[s+ 1].
We eventually want to converge to some active vertex v[s] such that no row of
B ever learns any segment v[s]; s. Then fv[s] is the total function fT;N not learned
by N (as required by Property 1 of the lemma). To ensure this, we will pick the
subset of components Ts at every stage so that B cannot extend its labeling to all the
components of Ts. Initially we have T0 =T , no vertices are labeled yet, and it is known
that T =∈T(B). Subsequently B will label some of the nodes in T , and Ts will shrink,
since every (∈Ts has to contain all the nodes which ever become active. We proceed
with the algorithm.
Stage 0: DeDne v;0 to be empty for all v∈V (T ). Let v0 be the root of T . Set
the active node v[0]= v0 and deDne v[0];0(0)= 〈n1; : : : ; nj〉, i.e. a string of length 1
encoding the entire team N. Go to Stage 1.
Stage s: Let v[s− 1] be the active vertex from the previous stage. DeDne v[s−1]; s=
v[s−1]; s−1·〈0〉. Simulate the teamN on v[s−1]; s for s steps (i.e. consider all conjectures
output by machines in the team N, simulate all these conjectures for s steps, and see
whether they are deDned and equal to the values of v[s−1]; s). If no row in the matrix
B learns the segment, deDne the active node v[s] = v[s− 1] and go to Stage s+ 1.
If one row of B does learn v[s−1]; s, label node v[s − 1] in the widget T with the
respective row of B and select a new active node v[s]. DeDne
Ts = {( ∈ T : {v[0]; : : : ; v[s− 1]}⊆V (()}:
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: There are unlabeled nodes in the overlapping part of all components (∈Ts,
i.e. in the set
⋂
(∈Ts V ((). Pick any of these as the new active node v[s] and go to
Stage s+ 1.
Case 2: The intersection of all components in Ts has no more unlabeled vertices.
In this case we have to shrink Ts. Consider all nodes v′ which have a labeled parent.
Assume inductively that the current subset of components Ts⊆T is such that B cannot
extend its labeling to all of Ts. We claim that at least one of the following diminished
subsets of components:
Ts;v′ = {( ∈ T : {v[0]; : : : ; v[s− 1]; v′}⊆V (()}
also is such that B cannot extend its labeling to Ts; v′ . Indeed, assume that we can label
all of Ts; v′ . Pick the maximal components of Ts; v′ , i.e. those components which are not
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proper subsets of other components (we consider widgets as sets of their components).
By Property 3 in DeDnition 24 diNerent maximal Ts; v′ ’s do not share any components.
Putting together their labeling, we could extend the current labeling of v[0]; : : : ; v[s−1]
to all of Ts contrary to the inductive assumption. Consider the smallest v′ (assume that
all nodes are enumerated) such that the current labeling cannot be extended to Ts; v′ .
DeDne the next active vertex v[s] to be v′ and set v[s]; s= u; s · 〈s〉, where u is the
parent of v[s]. Go to Stage s+ 1. End of stage s and the algorithm.
At every stage we label a new vertex with a row of B. Since B cannot label the
entire tree T , at some stage s, B will stop labeling nodes, and the active node v[s] will
stay active forever. Consequently, v[s]; s′ will add a new zero on every stage s′¿s,
and fv[s] will be total and almost everywhere zero. It is not learned by the team N,
establishing Property 1. We deDned v[0];0(0)= 〈n1; : : : ; nj〉 in Stage 0; any other v; s is
an extension of v[0];0, establishing Property 2. Child segment, when it is Drst created,
adds one extra nonzero value s to the parent’s segment, establishing Property 3. Assume
that the active node stabilizes in Stage s. Since B cannot extend the labeling to Ts; Ts
is non-empty, establishing Property 4.
Lemma 29. Let A and B be team matrices; let T be some widget such that T ∈T(A);
T =∈T(B). Let W = ⋃N{fT;N} be the union containing all functions fT;N from
Lemma 28; where N runs over all B-teams. There is a team M which [A]FIN-learns
the entire class W .
Proof. We describe a team M that has a machine M for each column of A. We show
how M learns an arbitrary f∈W . Input f(0)= 〈n1; : : : ; nj〉 and restore the team N
we are diagonalizing against. We know that f=fT;N by Property 2 in Lemma 28.
We simulate the entire segment construction algorithm from this lemma.
Since T ∈T(A), we can label T with the rows of A. Each machine M in team M
inputs values of f and outputs its conjecture at the Drst time when there is a vertex
v∈V (T ) such that
1. v is labeled by a row which includes M ,
2. v becomes active at stage s in the construction, and we have received v; s in the
input.
At this moment M outputs conjecture h which is deDned as follows. Set ’h(x)= v; s(x)
for each x¡|v; s|. Each machine M ∈M continues to simulate the algorithm of
Lemma 28. Whenever it discovers a new segment v′ ; s′ which extends the currently
deDned ’h, then ’h is made equal to this segment.
We now prove that the team M described above indeed [A]FIN-learns f∈W . Let
f=fw for some w∈V (T ). Vertex w is labeled by some row in A. We claim that all
machines in this row learn fw. Assume that some M ∈M on that row Drst outputs its
conjecture on v. At the stage s when M outputs its conjecture, we have v; s w; t
for t for which w; t is non-empty. By Property 3 in Lemma 28 we have that v=w or
v is an ancestor of w.
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If v=w, the conjecture by machine M extends itself to v; s′ for ever larger s′, so it
is total and computes fw =fv. If w is a successor of v, there is some component (∈T
such that the whole path from v down to w is in V ((). Since labeling by A’s rows is
legal, M cannot participate in the rows which label any successors of v which do not
lie on the path from v to w. Therefore it will always extend to segments compatible
with fw, and ultimately will extend to the inDnitely growing sequence of segments
w; s′ , i.e. again ’h computes fw.
Theorem 30. T(A)*T(B) implies [A]FIN* [B]FIN.
Proof. Pick T ∈T(A) − T(B). DeDne W = {fT;N :N is any B-team} (as in
Lemma 29). Any team N fails to [B]FIN-learn the total function fT;N by Property 1
in Lemma 28. On the other hand, there is a team M which [A]FIN-learns the whole
W by Lemma 29.
3.3. Simulation
Lemma 31. If; for any strategy of A; there is a recursive strategy for B that keeps
A in the game forever; then [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN.
Proof. Let W ∈ [A]FIN and let M be an A-team learning W . We indicate a team N
which [B]FIN-learns W . Fix a function f∈W . By Lemma 23 build a segment tree
labeled by rows of A. Use the winning strategy for the B to label it with rows of
B as well. We now describe when N outputs conjectures, and how the conjectures
themselves are deDned.
Whenever some Mj ∈N Drst participates in some label it outputs a conjecture hj:
The function ’hj coincides with the segment of the labeled node. Later, whenever a
new segment is labeled by some row of B, we extend ’hj to that segment.
Since the tree is legally labeled by B, there are no forks, i.e. for each ’hj there
cannot be mutually incompatible extensions. We claim that N learns f. Indeed, since
M learns f, some row of A labels the inDnite branch of initial segments f〈n〉≺f.
Since B has Dnitely many rows, some row of B labels inDnitely many nodes on that
branch. This means that all conjectures output by N on that row are always consistent
with f and are deDned on a growing sequence of initial segments of it. Therefore these
machines learn the function f.
By Lemma 27, if T(A)⊆T(B), then, for every strategy of A, there is a (possibly
non-recursive) strategy for B that wins the game. Next, we show that if there is such a
strategy for B, then there is a recursive strategy as well. This together with Lemma 31
implies [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN. To show the existence of a recursive A winning any A-team
in the game, we modify the rules of the game so that only Dnitely many diNerent
positions are possible. Then, any winning strategy is Dnite and, therefore, recursive.
First, we bound the depth of the tree. Let P be a node. We say that the label of P
uses the jth column if aij =1 where i is the row labeling P. The set UsedA(P) consists
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of columns of A are used by a label of P or an ancestor of P. The set UsedB(P) is
deDned similarly, with B instead of A. A node P and its child P′ are equivalent if two
conditions are satisDed:
1. The sets UsedA and UsedB are the same for P and P′.
2. Any column used by the label of P′ is also used by a label of one of its descendants.
The sets UsedA and UsedB never change because ancestors of P and P′ and their
labels never change. Therefore, if P and its child P′ are equivalent at some stage of
the game, they are equivalent at all later stages as well.
Lemma 32. Inserting a child of P and labeling it by a row i is possible if and only
if it is possible to insert a child of P′ and label it by i.
Proof. Assume that it is impossible to label the new child C by a row of i. This
means there is a fork formed by R, C and C′ (where R is an ancestor of C and C′
is some other child of R) and R and C′ already have labels using the same column j
with 1 in the row i.
Case 1: R, C and C′ form a fork if we make C a child of P′.
If R is not the same as P′, this remains a fork if we make C a child of P. If R=P′,
notice that the label of P or one of its ancestors uses the column j as well (because
UsedA(P)=UsedA(P′)) and we can take this node as R instead of P′. Then, we get
a fork for C that is a child of P.
Case 2: R, C and C′ form a fork if we make C a child of P.
This is a fork for a child of P′ as well unless C′ is the same as P′. However, any
column in the label of P′ is used by one of its descendants and we can replace P′ by
its descendant if necessary.
We deDne the bounded-depth game as the game with an additional rule that, when-
ever a node P and its child P′ become equivalent, P′ is deleted and all children of P′
(together with their subtrees) are moved so that they become the children of P. The
argument above shows:
Lemma 33. If A can win against B in the original game; then A can win against
B in the bounded-depth game as well.
Lemma 34. Let nA and nB be the number of columns in A and B; respectively. The
depth of the game-tree in the bounded-depth game never exceeds (nA + nB)2.
Proof. For a contradiction, assume the depth is more than (nA + nB)2 and no node is
equivalent to its parent.
We take the path from the root to a node of depth (nA + nB)2. Let P0, P1; : : : ; Pk
be all nodes on this path such that at least one of the sets UsedA(Pi) and UsedB(Pi)
is diNerent from a similar set for the parent of Pi. Then, for each node Pi (i¿0), at
least one of UsedA(Pi) and UsedB(Pi) is larger than UsedA(Pi−1) and UsedB(Pi−1)
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and the other is the same or larger (because these sets never decrease when we move
from a parent to a child). There are nA columns that can be in UsedA and nB columns
that can be in UsedB. Therefore, these sets can increase at most nA + nB times, i.e.,
k6nA + nB. This implies that, for some i, there are more than nA + nB nodes between
Pi−1 and Pi. Let R0; : : : ; Rj be these nodes (not including Pi).
Ri being non-equivalent to Ri−1 means that there is a column used by one of the
labels of Ri that is not used by any of its descendants, including Ri+1; : : : ; Rj. Having
one such column for every i implies having more than nA + nB columns together. A
contradiction.
The second step is bounding how much the tree can branch. If P′ and P′′ have the
same parent P and the subtrees starting at P′ and P′′ are identical (have the same
topology and are labeled in the same way by both A and B), we allow to remove P′′
and subtree starting at P′′ so that only one of two identical subtrees remains. After
every move of B, we check for such pairs of subtrees and do removal, if necessary.
Lemma 35. Depth-bounded game with removal of identical subtrees has only ;nitely
many possible positions.
Proof. Any position in this game is a labeled tree of depth at most (nA + nB)2
(Lemma 34) with no two siblings P′ and P′′ such that subtrees rooted in P′ and
P′′ are identical. We need to show that there is only a Dnite number of such trees.
We do this by an induction over the depth of the tree. A tree of depth 0 is
just a single node and it can be labeled in Dnitely many ways. For the inductive step,
a tree of depth i consists of the root and one or several subtrees of depth i − 1
with no two subtrees being identical. The number of subtrees is bound by the number
of labeled trees of depth i − 1 without identical subtrees. This number is Dnite by the
inductive assumption and every subtree can be chosen in Dnitely many ways. Therefore,
if the number of trees of depth i − 1 is Dnite, the number of trees of depth i is Dnite
as well.
The problem is that, to win, A may need to create two subtrees that are identical
for some time but will become diNerent later. This means that the game with removal
of identical subtrees is not necessarily equivalent to the original game. To Dx this
problem, we allow a new type of move. Let P be a node and P′ be a child of P such
that the labels of the subtree starting at P′ do not use any columns from the labels of
P and ancestors of P. Then, A can create P′′, an another child of P and a subtree
starting at P′′ which is precisely identical (including labels by A and B) to one starting
at P′. We call this duplicating a subtree. The next move of A after duplicating a
subtree must be inserting a new node in a way that makes the two subtrees diNerent.
With both removal and duplication, it is clear that A can do anything she can do
in the original game. If A needs two copies of an identical subtree and one of them
has been removed earlier, she can get the second copy by duplication. Next, we prove
that anything that the A can do with both removal and duplication can be done in the
original game in a slightly diNerent way.
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Lemma 36. A can win against B in the depth-bounded game with removal and
duplication if and only if A can win against B in the depth bounded game.
Proof. If A can win against B in the depth-bounded game, A can win against B
in the depth-bounded game with removal and duplication by using the same strategy
(with removing identical subtrees when they appear and restoring them by duplication
when necessary).
For the other direction, assume A can win against B in the depth-bounded game
with removal and duplication. Let d be the number of diNerent positions possible in
this game. By Lemma 35, this is constant.
If A can win against B, A can do that without repeating positions. Therefore, A
can win in at most d moves.
To win in the original depth-bounded game, A plays in the same way as in the
depth-bounded game with removals and duplications. The only diNerence is that, in
some cases, A creates several identical subtrees instead of one subtree to simulate
possible duplication moves in the future. Next, we describe this process more for-
mally.
A node P in the game with removals and duplications corresponds to a set of nodes
S(P) in the game without them. All nodes of S(P) must be labeled in the same way
as P. If P′ is a child of P, then every node in S(P′) is a child of some node in S(P).
Inserting the Drst node (the root) is done in the same way in both versions of the
game. Thus, S(R), for R being the root, consists of the root only. For each next move
of A, we consider three cases:
1. The move is duplicating a subtree rooted at P.
In this case, we split S(P) in two equal parts and one of them becomes S(P′) for
the newly created node P′. For each descendant Q, we deDne S(Q) as the set of
all nodes that have parents in S(Q′) where Q′ is the parent of Q.
2. The move is inserting a new child P′ to the node P and the label of P′ has a
machine in common with P or one of its ancestors.
In this case, we insert a child to every node in S(P) and label it in the same way.
Then, we wait for answers of B. We choose the label that B has used most times
on the new nodes and deDne S(P′) as the set of new nodes having this label.
3. The move is inserting a new child P′ to the node P and the label of P′ has no
machine in common with P or any of its ancestors.
Then, we insert ndB children to every node in S(P). For every node in S(P), we
choose the “most popular” response of B (the label that B has used for largest
number of new children). Then, we choose the label that has been the “most pop-
ular” the most times, restrict S(P) to those nodes that have this label as the most
popular and set S(P′) equal to the set of children of nodes in S(P) having this
label.
In the second and the third case, the moves of A are always possible. We need to
show that this is true in the Drst case. This means showing that S(P) always has at
least two elements so that we can split it into two parts.
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If the label of P uses a column that is used to label an ancestor of P, duplication
would create a fork (the ancestor, P and the new node) and, therefore, is impossible.
Hence, the label of P does not use such columns.
Then, P was inserted by step 3 and S(P) originally contained ndB elements. Selecting
a majority in the next application of step 2 or 3 decreases it by at most a factor of
nB (because there are only nB possible labels for B) and simulating duplication (step
1) decreases it by a factor of 2. As we already noticed, game goes on for at most d
moves. Therefore, even before the last move S(P) contains at least nB¿2 elements.
Theorem 37. Let A and B be two team matrices. T(A)⊆T(B) implies that [A]FIN
⊆ [B]FIN.
Proof. Let T(A)⊆T(B). By Lemma 27, B can win against A in the game. Then,
B can win against A in the depth-bounded game with removals and duplications.
Every winning strategy in this game is Dnite. By checking the proofs of Lemmas 33
and 36, we see that it implies a Dnite winning strategy for B in the original game. By
Lemma 31, [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN.
The proof above also gives us a decidability result.
Theorem 38. There is an algorithm that; given A and B; answers whether [A]FIN⊆
[B]FIN.
Proof. [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN if and only if T(A)⊆T(B). This, in turn, is equivalent to
the existence of the winning strategy for A in the depth-bounded game with removals
and duplications (Lemmas 27, 33, and 36). For this game, there are only Dnitely many
positions. Therefore, one can enumerate them all, enumerate all strategies for this
game and determine whether A has a strategy that wins against an arbitrary strategy
of B:
4. More on asymmetric learning
Theorems 30 and 37 give an algorithm to decide if [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN for arbitrary
asymmetric teams A and B. In this section we examine properties of that algorithm
and further explore the relationships between the asymmetric team classes.
4.1. Basic reductions and duality
Denition 39. Let A=(aij) and B=(bij) be two team matrices. There is a basic reduc-
tion from A to B, if there are functions 3 : {1; : : : ; nB}→{1; : : : ; nA} and 4 : {1; : : : ; mA}
→{1; : : : ; mB} such that
(∀i ∈ {1; : : : ; mA}) (∀j ∈ {1; : : : ; nB}) (ai;3(j)6b4(i); j): (1)
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The reduction is written: AB. The pair of mappings (3;4) is a witness for the
reduction AB.
Intuitively AB, whenever [A]FIN⊆ [B]FIN can be proved in the trivial way, i.e.
reusing the old nA strategies in nB new places. For example, the inclusion [1; 2]FIN⊆
[2; 4]FIN can be established repeating each strategy twice, in our notation: [1; 2] [2; 4].
Theorem 40. The following problem is in NP-Complete: For any two team matrices
A; B determine whether AB.
Proof. The problem is in NP. We can verify AB by a non-deterministic algorithm
which guesses all values of the witness functions 3;4. After that we can check all
inequalities from DeDnition 39 in polynomial time.
The problem is NP-Hard. We show that CLIQUE is reducible to the problem of
determining whether AB. Let G(V; E) be a graph with the set of vertices V =
{v1; : : : ; vm} and the set of unoriented edges E⊆V × V . We construct for the given
graph G a team matrix AG with m columns and m(m− 1)=2 rows: each column corre-
sponds to a vertex vj ∈V , each row corresponds to a pair (vi; vk) of diNerent vertices
in V . We accordingly label the entries of the matrix A by a(i; k); j. DeDne
a(i; k); j =
{
0 if (i = j or k = j) and (vi; vk) ∈ E;
1 otherwise:
We claim that AG  [n− 1; n] iN G contains a clique of size n.
(⇒). Let (3;4) be a witness for AG  [n − 1; n] Consider columns with numbers
3−1(1); : : : ; 3−1(n) in AG. Each row in AG has at most one 0 on its intersections with
these n columns, for otherwise we cannot match this row with a row from the matrix
[n− 1; n] associated with the threshold function tn−1n . This contradicts the choice of 3.
All the vertices v3−1(1); : : : ; v3−1(n) in G are pairwise connected. Indeed, assume that
(v3−1(i); v3−1(k)) is not an edge in G. Then we have two zero entries on the same row,
namely a(3−1(i); 3−1(k));3−1(i) and a(3−1(i); 3−1(k)); 3−1(k), a contradiction.
(⇐). Suppose G contains a clique C ⊆V of n vertices. Choose a function 3 such
that
C = {v3−1(1); : : : ; v3−1(n)}:
Each row has at most one 0 on its intersection with the columns numbered 3−1(1); : : : ;
3−1(n). Indeed, let (i; k) be the label for some row in AG. If C contains at most one
of the vertices vi; vk , then we use the fact that column number should equal either i
or k for an entry to be 0. If C contains both vi and vk , then all intersections of row
labeled (vi; vk) with the n speciDed columns equal 1, since (vi; vk) is an edge in G.
Denition 41. Let A=(aij) be a m × n team matrix. An n × m matrix (A=(a′ij) is
called the dual team matrix of A if its entries satisfy the equalities: a′ij =1 − aji, i.e.
to obtain (A, A is transposed and 0,1 are interchanged.
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Theorem 42 (Duality). AB iA (B (A.
Proof. Let A=(aij) be an mA×nA matrix, and let B=(bij) be an mB×nB matrix. Then
(A=(a′ij) and (B=(b
′
ij) are nA×mA and nB×mB matrices respectively. By DeDnition 39
we get a pair (3;4) witnessing the reduction AB. To establish (B (A we exchange
these functions 3;4, i.e. in DeDnition 39 we consider the pair (4;3) as a witness for
(B (A. We should prove
(∀i ∈ {1; : : : ; mB}) (∀j∈{1; : : : ; nA}) (a′3(i); j6b′i; 4( j)): (2)
The last inequality can be rewritten as 1 − aj;3(i)61 − b4( j); i. We see that (2) is
equivalent to (1) from DeDnition 39.
4.2. Lattice of asymmetric teams
Denition 43. Let A=(aij); B=(bij) be mA× nA and mB × nB team matrices, respec-
tively.
1. The diagonal of A; B (write C =diag(A; B)) is a team matrix with (mA +mB) rows
and (nA + nB) columns having the following entries:
cij =


aij if 16i6mA and 16j6nA;
bi−mA; j−nA if mA + 16i6mA + mB and nA + 16j6nA + nB;
0 otherwise:
(See Example 5)
2. The join of A; B (write D=A∨B) is a team matrix with (mA+mB) rows and (nAnB)
columns having the following entries:
di;( j−1)nB+k =
{
aij if 16i6mA;
bi−mA; k if mA + 16i6mA + mB:
(See Example 6)
3. The meet of A; B (write E=A∧B) is a team matrix with (mAmB) rows and (nA+nB)
columns having the following entries:
e(i−1)mB+k; j =
{
aij if 16j6nA;
bk; j−nA if nA + 16j6nA + nB:
(See Example 7)
It can be easily checked that all entries in the matrices D, E can be represented as
di; ( j−1)nB+k and e(i−1)mB+k; j, respectively, so all these matrices are well deDned.
Theorem 44. The partially ordered set (T; ) is a lattice with meet and join oper-
ations given in De;nition 43.
Proof. Let A; B be two team matrices of sizes mA× nA and mB× nB, respectively. The
join D=A∨B is a team matrix with (mA + mB) rows and (nAnB) columns.
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Deleting the Drst mA rows from D we get a team-type equivalent to B, deleting the
last mB rows from D we get a team-type equivalent to A. Hereby the relations AD
and BD are shown.
Assume that there is another team type D′ satisfying AD′ and BD′. Let (31; 41)
and (32; 42) witness the reductions AD′ and BD′ respectively. We deDne:
3(j) = (31( j)− 1)n+ 32( j);
4(i) =
{
41(i) if 16i6p;
42(i) if p+ 16i6p+ q:
It is easy to see that (3;4) is a witness of the reduction DD′. We have now
established that D is the join of A and B. Meet operation for the team matrices A; B
follows by duality: A∧B= (A∨ (B.
4.3. Operations on types
Let I, J be learning types, i.e. collections of classes of recursive functions learnable
in the senses I, J, respectively. We can consider I∪J (collection of all classes
which are either I-learnable or J-learnable) and I∩J (collection of all classes
which are both I-learnable and J-learnable). We introduce two more notions:
Denition 45. Let I and J be two learning types. DeDne memberwise union by
I + J= {U ∪V :U ∈I and V ∈J}. DeDne memberwise intersection by IJ=
{U ∩V :U ∈I and V ∈J}.
Denition 46. A non-empty collection I of sets is closed under subsets iN U ∈I and
V ⊆U implies V ∈I.
Clearly, identiDcation types are closed under subset, since learnability of a larger
class means learnability of a smaller one.
Theorem 47. Let I;J be identi;cation types (closed under subset). We have
1. I∪J⊆I +J;
2. I∩J=IJ.
Proof. 1. Let W ∈I∪J. Assume that W ∈I. We claim that W ∈I + J. Indeed,
express W =W ∪∅. We have W ∈I and ∅∈J (since J is non-empty and along with
each set contains all its subsets). The case where W ∈J is similar. Hence, W ∈I+J.
2. We prove I∩J⊆IJ. Indeed, let W ∈I∩J. Express W =W ∩W where
W ∈I and W ∈J. We prove IJ⊆I∩J. Indeed, take W =U ∩V such that
U ∈I and V ∈J. Then also W ∈I and W ∈J, since both I and J are closed
under subset. Hence W ∈I∩J.
Usually I + J =I∪J; e.g. FIN + FIN= [1; 2]FIN, but FIN∪FIN =FIN. (See
Example 1.) We therefore have three operations on learning types: memberwise union,
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union and intersection (memberwise intersection always equals intersection). We are
going to study these operations for the special case when I= [A]FIN and J= [B]FIN
for some team matrices A; B.
Theorem 48. Let A; B be team matrices and let C =diag(A; B). We have [A]FIN +
[B]FIN= [C]FIN.
Proof. First we show that [A]FIN + [B]FIN⊆ [C]FIN. Let W ∈ [A]FIN + [B]FIN. Ex-
press W =U ∪V so that U ∈ [A]FIN, V ∈ [B]FIN. Let M=(M1; : : : MnA) be an A-team
learning U , and let N=(N1; : : : ; NnB) be a B-team learning V . We claim that the
team K=(M1; : : : ; MnA ; N1; : : : ; NnB) [C]FIN-learns the whole W . Indeed, all f∈U are
learned by one of the Drst mA rows of C and f∈V are learned by one of the last nB
rows of C.
Next, we show that [A]FIN + [B]FIN⊇ [C]FIN. Let W ∈ [C]FIN. Let the team
K = (K1; : : : ; KnA ; KnA+1; : : : ; KnA+nB)
[C]FIN-learn W . DeDne:
U = {f ∈ W : one of the Drst mA rows of C learns f};
V = {f ∈ W : one of the last mB rows of C learns f}:
Since any f∈W is learned by some row of C, we have U ∪V =W . Moreover,
U ∈ [A]FIN, since (K1; : : : ; KnA) learn U ; similarly V ∈ [B]FIN, since (KnA+1; : : : ; KnA+nB)
learn V .
Example 4. [1; a]FIN + [1; b]FIN= [1; a + b]FIN. It is evident, if we notice that U ∈
[1; n]FIN iN U can be expressed as a union of n FIN-learnable classes.
Example 5. Consider the following matrices:
[1; 1] = 1 [2; 3] =
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
diag([1; 1]; [2; 3]) =
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
Double lines in diag([1; 1]; [2; 3]) just illustrate the structure of the matrix. The matrix
diag(A; B) does not equal any symmetric type [k; n], hence asymmetric matrices may
arise doing operations on symmetric matrices, e.g. when computing FIN+ [2; 3]FIN. It
is possible to show that [diag(A; B)]FIN⊂ [2; 5]FIN and [diag(A; B)]FIN− FIN〈p〉 = ∅
for all p¿ 25 . Consequently, [diag(A; B)]FIN does not equal any [k; n]FIN.
Theorem 49. Let A; B be two team matrices. [A]FIN∪ [B]FIN⊆ [A∨B]FIN.
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Proof. We have [A]FIN⊆ [A∨B]FIN. Indeed, if some team M=(M1; : : : ; MnA) [A]
FIN-learns some class W , then another team
(M1; : : : ; M1︸ ︷︷ ︸
nB times
; : : : ; MnA ; : : : ; MnA︸ ︷︷ ︸
nB times
)
[A∨B]FIN-learns the same class (by using only the Drst mA rows in the matrix A∨B).
Similarly [B]FIN⊆ [A∨B]FIN.
Example 6. Accordingly to [?], [1; 3]FIN and [2; 5]FIN are incomparable, i.e.
[1; 3]FIN− [2; 5]FIN = ∅ and [2; 5]FIN− [1; 3]FIN = ∅. The join [1; 3]∨ [2; 5] is shown
below:
[1; 3] =
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
[2; 5] =
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
[1; 3] ∨ [2; 5] =
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
By the previous theorem, [[1; 3]∨ [2; 5]]FIN⊇ [1; 3]FIN∪ [2; 5]FIN. In fact, [[1; 3]∨
[2; 5]]FIN⊃ [1; 3]FIN∪ [2; 5]FIN. The proof of the latter fact is complicated.
Theorem 50. Let A; B be team matrices. [A]FIN∩ [B]FIN= [A∧B]FIN.
Proof. If an A-team M=(M1; : : : ;MnA) and a B-team N=(N1; : : : ;NnB) both learn
class W , then the union of these teams K=(M1; : : : ; MnA ; N1; : : : ; NnB) learns the same
W in [A∧B]FIN sense. All the mAmB rows in the matrix A∧B account for all possible
row pairs in matrices A and B. Therefore [A]FIN∩ [B]FIN⊆ [A∧B]FIN.
Conversely, [A∧B]FIN⊆ [A]FIN, since if a team
K = (K1; : : : ; KnA ; KnA+1 ; : : : ; NnA+nB);
[A∧B]FIN-learns some class, then the team M=(K1; : : : ;KnA) learns the same class
in the [A]FIN-sense. Hence [A∧B]FIN⊆ [B]FIN. Similarly, [A∧B]FIN⊆ [B]FIN. There-
fore, [A]FIN∩ [B]FIN⊇ [A∧B]FIN.
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Example 7. Consider the incomparable teams [1; 3]FIN and [2; 5]FIN once again. The
meet [1; 3]∧ [2; 5] is shown below:
[1; 3] =
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
[2; 5] =
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
[1; 3] ∧ [2; 5] =
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
By Theorem 50 we have that [1; 3]FIN∩ [2; 5]FIN= [[1; 3]∧ [2; 5]]FIN.
5. Conclusions
In this work we reduce the problem of comparing FIN teams to combinatorial opti-
mization on unusual objects we call widgets. Cut-points for probabilistic FIN-learning
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are then related to the partial order of widgets. The whole work turns out to be a
survey of combinatorial methods used in team inductive inference.
Extending the traditional notion of symmetric teams to arbitrary (symmetric or asym-
metric) teams described by matrices illustrates the idea advocated by Polya [?] that
a generalized statement can be easier and more fun to prove than a restricted one.
Polya calls this “balancing the inductive step”. To Dnd when the inclusion [k1; n1]FIN
⊆ [k2; n2]FIN takes place, it can be better to solve a more general problem about asym-
metric teams (see Theorems 30 and 37).
Moreover, asymmetric teams can describe many team-related concepts of learning
which so far lacked a common methodology. In arithmetic, complex numbers are in-
troduced, because they are closed with respect to a larger set of arithmetic operations,
and many problems formulated in terms of real numbers can be easily solved in the
complex space and interpreting the results appropriately.
There are hardly any operations we can do with symmetric team types [k; n]I.
Daley and Kalyanasundaram ([3] consider redundi;cation where [k; n]FIN is replaced
by [mk;mn]FIN where m is positive integer.) Asymmetric team types are closed under
intersection and memberwise intersection (Theorems 50 and 47), memberwise union
(Theorem 48). They are not closed under union. That can be due to some fundamental
reason, in analogy with convex sets or linear subspaces not being closed under union.
Open problems in this area of inductive inference include:
• generalization of diagonalization and simulation results, e.g. to include EXn for
any n,
• generalization of team matrices allowing matrix entries to be any real numbers in
[0; 1] rather than just 0 and 1, thus merging team and probabilistic learning.
• Complete picture of probabilistic FIN hierarchy, Dnding the probability up to
where HFIN is well ordered.
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